Abstract
Introduction
A number of applications are parallelized or multithreaded, and commodity processors that perform threadlevel parallel processing, such as SMT (Simultaneous Multi Threading) processors and CMP (Chip Multiprocessor), are widely available [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . However, their underlying execution model is a sequential one, and process model of commodity operating systems assumes a sequential execution model. Writing or generating highly parallel multithread programs in imperative approaches seems a difficult problem even when the granularity of threads is large.
We believe fine-grained multithreading based on a natural model, such as dataflow model, is a promising approach. Fine-grained multithreading code can be hand-coded based on an appropriate model or generated from very high level languages such as functional or logic programming languages. Many architectures dedicated to such multithreaded programs have been proposed [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . However, in this paper, we discuss issues on operating systems for fine-grained multithread programs.
We are developing an operating system called CEFOS based on a dataflow based computation model. A program for CEFOS consists of threads which run to completion without suspension once started. We call a thread in our model a zero-wait thread in order to distinguish from other types of threads like Pthreads 1 Firing control among such threads is performed in a dataflow manner along with continuations. A program can be seen as a dataflow graph in which a node corresponds to a zero-wait thread and an edge corresponds to a continuation.
In this paper, we discuss implementation issues of operating systems for fine-grained multithreaded code on two different types of platforms. (See Figure 1 ) One is Fuce (FUsion Communication and Execution) processor architecture, which is dedicated to fine-grained multithreading [15] , and the other is commodity processors such as Intel x86.
On Fuce, in addition to application programs, the operating system kernel is also multithreaded and we can naturally exploit parallelism in the operating system kernel. For example, interrupt handler routines consist of zero-wait threads and handling external devices is integrated in continuation-based multithreaded execution. Execution control between zero-wait threads are performed autonomously according to continuation relations regardless whether threads are for internal computation or for external event handling. Continuation-based activation mechanism of zero-wait threads enables us to easily exploit parallelism in programs even for I/O-centric computation without complex interrupt management mechanisms on Fuce.
On commodity platforms, we focus on mechanisms for user-level zero-wait threads. We implement a prototype version of CEFOS by modifying Linux on commodity platforms. While coarse grain threads like Pthreads are managed in a conventional way, we use scheduling techniques for fine-grained threads in order to reduce overheads of context switches on commodity processors [14] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we explain our basic thread model in section 2. Next, we introduce our operating system model on Fuce and discuss implementation issues focusing on handling I/O requests in section 3. Then we discuss the implementation issues of commodity version in section 4.
Our Thread Model
In this section, we explain our thread model. Programs using our thread model can be hand-coded based on our thread model or generated from very high level languages such as functional or logic programming languages.
Zero-Wait thread
Zero-wait threads have the following characteristics.
• A zero-wait thread consists of a synchronization counter and an instruction sequence. Instructions in the sequence of a thread are executed sequentially and may contain zero or more continuation instructions.
• A program consisting of multiple zero-wait threads seems like a dataflow graph whose nodes are zero-wait threads and edges are continuation relations.
• A continuation instruction specifies the starting points of succeeding threads and their context. It decrements the synchronization counter of the target thread by one. When the counter becomes to zero, the thread becomes ready to run.
• Once started, a zero-wait thread runs to completion without suspension. Execution starts at the beginning of the instruction sequence of the thread. It never starts from the middle of the thread.
As a zero-wait thread runs to completion once started, it has no wait points in the middle of the body like conventional posix threads. When the result of a request is returned after long latency, we use split-phase style transactions that separate the thread that receives the result of the request from the thread that issues the request. By using split-phase style transaction, latency hiding is realized naturally if enough number of ready threads exist.
Execution control of zero-wait thread
We discuss the basic mechanisms to execute zero-wait threads.
Context for threads
Contexts of threads are managed by using instance frames. Parallel and concurrent activities using the same thread code are activated with different instance frame like dynamic colored dataflow architectures. For example, an instance frame is created in a function invocation, and threads to compute the result of function invocation are executed using the same function instance frame.
Synchronization
A zero-wait thread may be specified as a continuation from more than one preceding threads. A continuation signal delivered from one single preceding thread may not make the target thread ready. Each thread has a synchronization counter. The initial value of the counter is set to the number of the preceding threads in typical cases. When a continuation instruction executes, it decrements the synchronization counter of the target continuation thread by one. If the counter becomes zero, the target continuation thread becomes ready. 
Operating System on Fuce
In this section, we introduce Fuce processor and our operating system model on Fuce. Fuce processor executes fine-grain non-preemptive threads and most features necessary to implement our operating system with zero-wait threads are provided at its hardware level. Since typical technical issues which are common in user applications are already discussed in another work [15] , we discuss implementation issues of operating systems on Fuce focusing on handling I/O requests in this paper.
Fuce processor
Fuce processor is based on continuation-based multithreading, and threads of Fuce are almost the same as the zero-wait threads discussed previously. The thread model of Fuce is evolved from a dataflow computing model [10] although there are many types of thread in the literature [12, 16, 17, 18] . Figure 2 outlines an overview of Fuce processor. Multiple thread execution cores are implemented in a chip. The main components for thread execution on Fuce are Thread Activation Controller, Thread Execution Unit and multiple register files.
Thread Execution Unit
The Thread Execution Unit (TEU) executes instructions in a thread, and the number of TEUs in a chip is supposed as eight. The TEU consists of a Main unit and a Pre-loading unit. The Main unit is a very simple 32-bit RISC processor and its internal architecture is quite similar to the early MIPS processor. The instruction set of the Main unit is also derived from MIPS instruction set [19] . The Pre-loading unit is also a small RISC core, which executes instructions for data loading.
Thread Activation Controller
TAC controls all thread firings and mutual exclusions. Figure 3 illustrates the overview of the components of Thread Activation Controller (TAC). The TAC handles instructions for thread control issued in the TEUs, and updates the states of ACM explained below. A queue called ready-queue, is implemented inside the TAC. The TAC enqueues ready threads to the ready-queue. When a TEU finishes executing a thread and the corresponding register file becomes available, the TAC allocates a thread in the ready-queue to a free TEU.
Contexts for threads are managed in terms of instances. For example, an instance is created in a function invocation as a runtime environment for the function invoked, and threads to compute the result of the invocation are executed using the instance. Parallel and concurrent activities using the same thread code are activated with different instance contexts. Instance data is stored in a specially devised high speed-memory called Activation Control Memory (ACM). Each page in ACM is associated with an instance, and information of all the threads belonging to an instance is recorded in an ACM page. An ACM page consists of ACM-entries, each of which has sync-count, fanin, code-entry and lock-bit to control the thread associated with the entry. Sync-count is the number of continuations for which a thread is currently waiting. Initial sync-count is set to the fan-in value. Code-entry is a pointer to the entry address of the thread code. Each thread is identified by Instance ID and Thread entry, its page number and page displacement in ACM. The lock-bit is used as a semaphore with the initial value of zero. The base-address is a pointer to the base address of data area used by an instance. Figure 4 illustrates two different approaches in handling an event from an external device. Conventional approaches treat asynchronous events such as interrupts as a kind of irregular events. Interrupt handling needs special cares such as, resuming interrupted thread as early as possible, keeping device busy as short as possible, handling nested interrupts correctly, and so on.
Mechanism for operating system

Continuation from device
In our operating system on Fuce, handler routines for external devices are also realized with zero-wait threads and event handling is integrated into the continuation-based multithreaded execution mechanism. We do not interrupt the current thread as in conventional approaches. Simultaneous continuation events from different devices may activate different handler threads without nesting handler threads. Devices send continuation signals and can escape from their busy state quickly. Independent threads are executed in parallel and we can expect good scalability in terms of the number of execution units and devices. We can naturally handle concurrency and exploit parallelism in programs even for I/O-centric computation.
An I/O controller of Fuce processor converts the signal from an external device into a continuation event and delivers the continuation event to the target handler threads. Signals from the same device are masked until the handler thread actually process the data from the device. The handler thread is activated through ACM in TAC and put into RTQ like other threads.
Execution mode change
Conventional processors have several execution modes as processor states. Execution mode in Fuce processor is set per thread. Each thread runs either in user mode, kernel mode or kernel interface mode, and is called as user thread, kernel thread, or kernel interface thread, respectively. Kernel threads run at supervisor level and kernel interface threads support continuations from user space to kernel space. In order to protect kernel space, user threads cannot directly continue to kernel threads. To activate kernel threads from user threads as in system calls, user threads should continue to kernel interface threads.
Mutual exclusion
Simultaneous invocations of the same code segment are allowed in our execution model in a way similar to those of dynamic colored dataflow architectures. However, mutual exclusion is necessary for critical regions, which must not be executed simultaneously. For example, consider the case where there is a thread which is executed several times but which can not be executed simultaneously as shown in Figure 6 . In this example, three threads (Thread A, Thread B, and Thread C) try to continue to Thread D. But, only one thread can continue to Thread D at one time and other two threads must wait until Thread D becomes available again.
If we have a mechanism to lock a thread, we can achieve this mutual exclusion. Three threads try to lock Thread D. But, only one thread (for example, Thread B) can lock and continue to Thread D. Other threads which failed to lock Thread D continue to themselves in order to try to lock thread D again. The critical thread, thread D in this case, also performs self-continuation and resets the synchronization counter to a predefined value in order to wait for other continuation signals.
In Fuce processor, the following instructions are provided for mutual exclusion. • trylk Rd, thID returns one and sets the lock-bit to one if the value of lock-bit of the target thread is zero. Otherwise, returns zero.
• unlk thID sets the lock-bit of the target thread to zero.
These instructions modify the lock-bit fields in ACM without accessing to the main memory. This is the different point from conventional test-and-set operations such as LL (load linked) and SC (store conditional) in MIPS architecture, which cause accesses to main memory. ACM can be accessed much faster than main memory.
Handling I/O requests with zero-wait threads
As a part of the operating system kernel on Fuce, we explain the mechanism for handling I/O requests with zerowait threads. The interaction between threads in the mechanism is illustrated in Figure 7 . The role of each thread is explained below.
sender thread System call requests from user space must go through gate thread, an interface thread to kernel space. Threads issuing system calls try to lock gate thread at first (1-1). If it succeeds in locking gate thread, it continues to gate thread with necessary information such as system call number, parameters and the receiver thread in user space (1-2). Otherwise, it continues to itself and tries to lock gate thread again (1-3).
gate thread Threads in user space cannot directly continue to threads in kernel space. This gate thread works as an interface to kernel space. This thread identifies the system call from the system call number and specifies the thread (syscall thread) for the system call(2-1). Then, it continues to the thread after delivering parameters to the system call and data to identify receiver thread (2-2).
syscall thread This thread is the system call body. In this case, as the system call is for an I/O operation, this thread continues to semaphore thread guarding the I/O device required by the I/O operation (3-1, 3-2) . semaphore thread First, this thread tries to lock device thread which is a continuation of this thread (4-1). Then it continues to device thread if it can lock the thread (4-2). Otherwise, the I/O device is currently used and this thread enqueues data of the I/O operation(4-3).
device thread This thread receives data from semaphore thread(5-1), and issues I/O request to the device (5-2). Then, it continues to handler thread after delivering data to specify receiver thread (5-3).
handler thread handler thread is activated by the continuation signal from the device and receives result data from the device (6-1). It executes a continuation instruction whose target is receiver thread and pass I/O data to the thread (6-2). Then it issues a continuation to device thread after delivering the data if there exist other I/O request data in the queue. (6-3) 
Evaluation
We evaluate our handling mechanism for I/O requests on Fuce focusing on the scalability in terms of the number of execution units and I/O devices.
Evaluation settings
We simulate Fuce processor described in VHDL on ModelSim simulator. The number of TEUs = 8, the size of Instruction Cache = 4KB/TEU, the size of ACM = 40KB (5B/entry×8 entries/page×1K pages), the size of Thread Queue = 10KB (10B/entry×1k entries), and size of Memory = 256MB. Throughput of TAC is 1 clock cycle and thread assignment from RTQ is 1 clock cycle.
Kernel program and user program issuing system calls are written in Fuce assembly language. We assume the speed of Fuce processor is 1GHz. As we cannot connect real devices to our evaluation environment, we simulate a device as a virtual hw thread which occupies one execution unit during evaluation. This virtual hw thread has a loop. RTT (Round Trip Time) of the simulated device is parameterized as the loop length. This means that device thread in Figure 7 continues to virtual hw thread and virtual hw thread continues
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to handler thread in Figure 7 after RTT. The maximum number of execution units which actually execute threads in benchmark programs is (the number of execution units in the processor) -(the number of devices) -1, as we use one execution unit for managing the measurement.
We set RTT of virtual hw thread as 2 micro seconds. We considered a system with multiple NIC (Network Interface Card) of 10Gb Ethernet with TOE (TCP/IP Offload Engine). The shortest interval of data packets may be about 1 to 2 micro seconds in case of the maximum packet size of 1.5KB on 10Gb Ethernet. This interval amounts to 1.0×10 3 to 2.0 × 10 3 cycles when the processor speed is 1GHz.
We measured the maximum number of system calls completed in the fixed period as throughput. We put N system call requests (sender thread) into the execution units in the fixed period. The fixed period was 1.0 × 10 5 clock cycles. We gradually increased N, and measured the maximum number of system calls completed within the fixed period as throughput. When N exceeded the maximum number, requests for I/O exceeded the capacity of I/O handling mechanism, and outstanding system call requests were buffered in RTQ. We changed the number of TEU as 1, 2, 3, and 4, and the number of devices as 1, 2, and 3. Figure 8 shows the graph of throughput, where X-axis is the number of TEUs, Y-axis that of devices and Z-axis throughput. As we can see from the graph, increasing the number of TEUs improved throughput. In our system, events from devices are converted into continuations and threads triggered by the continuations are scheduled by RTQ at hardware level. We conclude handler threads and receiver threads were distributed over TEUs and executed efficiently.
Evaluation results
If we consider a parallel I/O system which has a set of fixed pairs of a device and a CPU, where interrupts from a device are handled by the corresponding CPU. In such a system, we can improve throughput by N times with N device-CPU pairs in an ideal situation although it is difficult to expect such an ideal situation. We examine whether our results are comparable to such an ideal situation. Changing the pair of (the number of devices, the number of TEUs) from (1, 1) to (3, 3) improved throughput about 2.5 times. Thus, we can expect good scalability in I/O handling in terms of the number of devices and the number of execution units. 
OS Mechanism on Commodity Platform
We try to show using fine-grained multithreading is also effective in achieving high throughput on commodity processors. CEFOS provides a split-phase style system call mechanism in which a request of a system call and the receipt of the system call result are separated in different threads. We can flexibly schedule threads in split-phase system calls in order to reduce overheads of system calls and enhance locality of reference.
While running user programs under the control of an operating system, frequent context switches and communications between user processes and the kernel are performed behind the scene. A system call requests a service of the kernel, and voluntarily causes mode-changes. Such activities involving operating system level operations are rather expensive. Table 1 shows the result of a micro-benchmark LMbench [20] for platforms of commodity processors and Linux. The row "null call" shows the overhead of a system call and the row "2p/0K" shows that of a process switch when we have two processes of zero KB context. Thus, the row "x p/y K" shows the overhead of a process switch for the pair of x and y which represent the number and the size of processes, respectively. The rows "L1$", "L2$", and "Main" show the access latency for L1 cache, L2 cache and main memory, respectively. As seen from Table 1 , activities involving operating system level operations such as system calls and context switches are rather expensive on commodity platforms.
Therefore, one of the key issues to improve system throughput is to reduce the frequency of context switches and communications between user processes and the kernel. In order to address this issue, we employ scheduling mechanisms based on a dataflow-like multithreading model in CEFOS. Figure 9 shows the outline of the architecture of CEFOS on commodity processors: the external kernel in user mode and the internal kernel in supervisor mode. Internal kernel corresponds to the kernel of conventional operating systems. In the prototype CEFOS on commodity platforms, we use the kernel of conventional operating systems as the internal kernel.
A process in CEFOS has a scheduler for zero-wait threads and user processes schedule their ready zero-wait threads without involving the kernel to avoid causing overheads. Threads can be flexibly scheduled as long as dependencies among threads are not violated. The externalkernel mechanism in CEFOS intermediates interaction between the kernel and thread schedulers in user processes. In order to simplify control structures, process control or coarse grain thread control is only allowed at the switching points of zero-wait threads. Zero-wait threads in a process are not totally-ordered but partially-ordered, and we can introduce various scheduling mechanisms as long as the partial order relations among threads are not violated.
Display Requests and Data mechanism
Operating systems use system calls or upcalls [21] for interactions between user programs and operating system kernel. System calls issue the demands of user process through SVC and Trap instructions, and upcalls invoke specific functions of processes. The problem in these methods is overhead of context switches [22] . We employ Display Requests and Data (DRD) mechanisms [23] for cooperation between a user process and the kernel in CEFOS as we show below:
1. Each process and the kernel share a common memory area (CA).
2. Each process and the kernel display requests and necessary information on CA.
3. At some appropriate occasions, each process and the kernel check the requests and information displayed on CA, and change the control of its execution if necessary.
This DRD mechanism assists cooperation between processes and the kernel with small overhead. A sender or receiver of the request does not directly trigger the execution for the request at the instance the request is generated. If the sender triggers directly the execution at the receiver's side, the system may suffer from switching overhead. DRD mechanism assist to handles the request at our convenience with small overhead.
The external kernel mechanism in CEFOS intermediates interaction between the internal kernel and thread schedulers in user processes by using this DRD mechanism.
WSC mechanism
WSC mechanism buffers system call requests from user programs until the number of the requests satisfies some threshold and then transfers the control to the internal kernel with a bucket of the buffered system call requests. Each system call request consists of four items: type of the system call; arguments of the system call; the address where the system call stores its result; and ID of the zero-wait thread which should be activated after the system call.
The buffered system calls are executed like a single large system call and each result of the original system calls is returned to the appropriate thread in the user process. Figure  10 illustrates the control flow in WSC mechanism, and each number in Figure 10 corresponds to the explanation below.
1. A thread requests a system call to external kernel.
2. External kernel buffers the request of system call to in CA of DRD.
3. External kernel checks whether the number of requests has reached the threshold. If the number of requests is less than the threshold, the scheduler of zero-wait thread is invoked to select the next thread from the ready threads in the process. If the number of requests has reached the threshold, WSC mechanism sends the requests of system calls to the internal kernel to actually perform the system calls.
4. Internal kernel accepts the requests of system calls buffered in CA of DRD and executes them one by one.
5. Internal kernel stores the result of the system call to the specified address. Also, internal kernel tells the thread, whose ID is accepted as the fourth argument, that it stores the result. When internal kernel terminates executing all requests of system call, external kernel executes other threads. In other cases, WSC mechanism goes back to step 3 and repeats this transaction.
WSC mechanism reduces the number of mode changes between a user process and the kernel, which cause rather large overhead. Parameters and returned results of the buffered system calls under WSC mechanism are passed through CA of DRD to avoid frequent switches between the execution of user programs and that of the kernel.
Evaluation: reducing mode changes
In this subsection, we examine the effect in reducing overheads of system calls. We have modified Linux as the internal kernel and developed the external kernel on top of the internal kernel. CEFOS on commodity platforms can also accept system calls in the normal convention for the case buffering system call requests is not appropriate. We use only getpid(), which has a very thin body, as the target system call in order to clarify the system call overheads although WSC can handle heterogeneous system calls of various lengths.
We measured the number of clocks for a number of getpid() system calls using the hardware counter. We executed 128 getpid() system calls in our experiments. We changed the threshold of WSC as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 for the WSC version. We also measured the total time of successive getpid() system calls under the normal system call convention in unchanged Linux. Figure 11 shows the comparison results of clock cycles for getpid() system calls. The x-axis indicates the threshold of WSC and y-axis the ratio of clock cycles of WSC versions compared with clock cycles under the normal system call convention in unchanged Linux. The lower y-value indicates the better result of WSC.
As seen from Figure 11 , we had additional overhead when WSC threshold is 1. However, we observe the effect of WSC when the threshold becomes 2 or larger for Pentium4 2.53GHz and Intel Core Duo 1.66GHz, and 4 for Celeron 500 MHz. The clock cycles in WSC versions are decreased as the threshold gets larger regardless of the processor type.
Evaluation : locality of reference
We examine the impact of WSC on exploiting locality of reference. We can expect high throughput when we can aggregate system calls among which we can enhance locality of reference by using WSC mechanism. We use chatroom benchmark[24] as a program for this evaluation.
The chatroom benchmark simulates chat rooms each of which includes both a server and user clients. The benchmark creates a number of processes each of which has Sender to send messages and Receiver to receive messages. The benchmark creates a number of TCP connections to send and receive a number of messages by using the same system calls. Each chat room has 20 clients by default, each client sends 20 messages whose size is 100B, and the server sends 19 messages in response to a single client message in our experiments. We apply WSC mechanism to socketcall system calls in the message sending part in the server of this program. The message sending part sends 19 messages per invocation, and is invoked 400 times during an execution.
The result in clock cycles for the WSC version is about 115.0 million cycles while about 133.0 million cycles for the normal version. The total number of clocks of the WSC version reduced to about 87% compared to that of the normal system call version. The reduction of about 18.0 million cycles by WSC mechanism is larger than the estimated reduction due to system call overheads, which is about 12.2 million cycles for 7,600 socketcall system calls. We consider this improvement is caused by enhanced locality of reference. Thus, we measured the number of events concerning memory hierarchies such as cache misses and TLB misses with a performance monitoring tool hardmeter [25] .
The results shown in Table 2 were only measured for the message sending part which sends 19 messages due to the limitation of the event logging capacity. The threshold of the WSC version is 19, and the number of clocks of the WSC version reduced to about 80% compared to that of the normal system call version. We observed the events regarding memory penalties such as L2 cache misses and data TLB misses. As shown in Table 2 , L2 cache misses of the WSC version reduced to 47% and data TLB misses to 92%. compared to that of the normal version. WSC mechanism for split-phase style system calls is also effective in exploiting locality of reference and reducing penalties concerning memory hierarchies such as cache misses and TLB misses. 
Concluding Remarks
We discussed an operating system called CEFOS based on a dataflow based multithread model. A program for CE-FOS consists of zero-wait threads which run to completion without suspension once started. Firing control among threads is performed in a dataflow-like manner along with continuations. On Fuce, the operating system kernel is also multithreaded as well as user applications. For example, handler routines for I/O devices are also realized by using zero-wait threads and I/O handling is integrated in our continuation-based multithreaded execution. We can eliminate "interrupt" handling in conventional platforms. In this approach, we can naturally exploit concurrency in programs even for I/O-centric computation. We evaluated the scalability in throughput in terms of the number of execution units and I/O devices. We also discussed an approach in reducing overheads in commodity processors by using finegrained multithreading. Our WSC mechanism in CEFOS buffers multiple system calls until some threshold is satisfied and then transfers the control to the operating system kernel with a bucket of the buffered system call requests. For chatroom benchmarks in which a number of threads issue system calls concurrently, the combination of our splitphase style system calls and WSC mechanism is effective in improving throughput by reducing mode changes and penalties concerning memory hierarchies such as L2 cache misses and TLB misses.
